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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of automating
fleets of robots with non-holonomic dynamics. Previously stud-
ied methods either specialize in facets of this problem, that is,
one or a combination of multi-robot goal allocation, motion
planning, and coordination, and typically acrifice optimality
and completeness for scalability. We propose an approach
that constructs an abstract multi-robot roadmap in a reduced
configuration space, where we account for environment con-
nectivity and interference cost between robots occupying the
same polygons. Querying the road-map results in a robot-
goal assignment and abstract multi-robot trajectory. This is
then exploited to de-compose the original problem into smaller
problems, each of which is solved with a multi-robot motion
planner that accounts for kinodynamic constraints. We validate
the approach experimentally to demonstrate the advantage of
considering task assignment and motion planning holistically,
and explore some methods for balancing solution quality and
computational efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Planning for multi-robot systems subsumes four problems:
task allocation, which is the problem of determining how
tasks should be assigned to robots in order to maximize fleet
performance; coordination, which is to decide how robots
should avoid each other while traversing the shared envi-
ronment; motion planning, i.e., determining the trajectories
robots take in completing tasks; and the problem of deter-
mining control inputs that bring about the realization of these
trajectories under given constraints. These problems overlap
in non-trivial ways. Loosely-coupled integrated approaches
trade completeness for efficiency, and no such approach
has thus far been developed that tackles all four aspects of
the overall problem; trajectory optimization based methods
employ constrained optimization formulations of the overall
problem, which typically leads to near-optimal solutions, but
at the cost of impractical computational overhead; graph-
based methods leverage abstractions of the environment,
robots and tasks to achieve scalability, but these abstractions
are typically unrealistic.

In this paper, we propose a method which exploits key
insights from all three types of approaches. A graph-based
abstraction, which we call multi-robot roadmap, is used to
determine how robots should traverse a partition of navigable
space into convex polygons. Heuristic search is used to
simultaneously determine task assignments and polygons
to be traversed, while accounting for both individual robot
performance and the cost of interference among robots (the
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balance of which can be regulated with a single parameter).
Search results in an abstract multi-robot trajectory, which
is then used to decompose the multi-robot motion planning
problem into a partial order of smaller trajectory optimization
problem instances. The solutions of these are then combined
to obtain a kinodynamically feasible multi-robot trajectory.

We show empirically that our approach scales to tens
of robots, and that considering task assignment and motion
planning holistically leads to high quality solutions according
to common metrics for measuring the performance of multi-
robot systems. As for other roadmap-based approaches, our
method allows some of the computation to be performed
offline, i.e., without knowing the initial and final conditions
of the robot fleet. We show empirically that the amount
of computation that is done offline can be regulated by
changing the granularity of the roadmap. We also show
that a more fine-grained roadmap leads to better problem
decomposition, which in turn improves both solution quality
and query times. Finally, we demonstrate how increasing
the weight of interference cost in the heuristic search leads
to more efficient problem decompositions and improves the
makespan of the fleet’s trajectories.

II. RELATED WORK

Considering task allocation, motion planning, coordination
and control jointly can lead to highly-optimized solutions.
However, this incurs significant computational overhead.
In industrial practice, the problem is simplified by re-
engineering the environment and/or the robots [1]. Others
sacrifice completeness and optimality for scalability, e.g.,
by combining single-robot motion planning and coordina-
tion. Examples of such approaches include prioritized plan-
ning [2], [3], and coordination via velocity profile adjust-
ment [4], [5]. None of these account for task allocation.

Task allocation has often been considered separately from
the other problems [6]. For instance, Nam and Shell [7] for-
mulate the optimal task assignment problem as a constrained
optimization problem where interference among robots is
considered as a cost. This and other similar approaches [8]
rely on loosely-coupled integrations with other solvers, e.g.,
for coordination and motion planning [9].

Approaches based on trajectory optimization deal with the
complexity of multi-robot planning by relaxing/convexifying
certain constraints to exploit efficient sequential convex pro-
gramming solutions [10]. These methods have been applied
for holonomic robots [11], non-holonomic robots in obstacle-
free environments [12], and for robots with non-convex



dynamics [13]. Roadmaps have also been utilized to warm-
start non-linear solvers [14]. Again, though, none of these
approaches spans the gamut of all four aspects of the problem
without imposing restrictive assumptions.

Graph-based methods are known to scale to large fleets
of robots, however, these make further unrealistc assump-
tions. Some exploit efficient network flow algorithms for
solving multi-robot goal allocation and motion planning
jointly. However, robots are required to move in “grid-like”
environments represented as a graph, where edges/paths are
non-colliding and vertices/states are occupied by at most one
robot at a time [15]. Conflicts can be solved by imposing
constraints over the paths of the robots (e.g., computed via
a binary search tree [16]), or by constructing the resulting
configuration free space [17], possibly also allocating tasks
to heterogeneous robots [18]. Yet other approaches consider
the joint configuration space of multiple robots only when
conflicts cannot be solved locally [19]. Another class of
graph-based methods considers disc-shaped robots as pebbles
moving on a graph [20], [21] assuming robots do not overlap
on start and goal configurations [22] (an assumption which
can be relaxed by generating multiple pebble graphs [23]).

Some graph-based methods handle complexity by dividing
the overall problem into multiple levels of abstraction. Honig
et al. [24] use realistic dynamic models to post-process
solutions derived from a high-level graph search. Overmars
et al. [25] generate roadmap abstractions by partitioning a
single-robot roadmap into regions, though this approach does
not consider interference between robots in the same re-
gion. A probabilistically complete roadmap-based approach
for multi-robot motion planning is proposed by Le and
Plaku [26], in which sampling of the combined multi-robot
configuration space is guided by a search in a discrete space
with holonomic point robots. Similarly, Du et al. [27] exploit
a pre-computed roadmap for single robots as a source of
states to be found closer to the newly sampled state in the
multi-robot configuration space. None of these approaches
consider the task allocation problem.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Nomenclature

In this article, we refer to tuples, sets and vectors as
〈. . .〉, {. . .}, and [. . .], respectively. Non-bold uppercase
letters are used for constants. Bold letters denote matrices
(uppercase) and vectors (lowercase), and the notation x[i]
indicates the i-th element of vector x. To simplify exposition,
we will consistently use r ∈ {1, . . . , R} to index robots,
p ∈ {1, . . . , P} for polygons, g ∈ {1, . . . , G} for goals,
and k ∈ {1, . . . , N} for discrete time. Continuous time is
normalized w.r.t. the planning horizon, i.e., t ∈ [0, 1], and
discrete time k corresponds to continuous time k

N .

B. Preliminary Definitions

a) Robots and World: Consider a bounded 2D-world
setting W ⊂ R2, together with an obstacle region O ⊂
W . A robot r has a geometry Ar(qr) in configuration
qr ∈ Cr, where Cr is the configuration space of r. The

robot’s configuration-free space is Cfreer = {qr ∈ Cr |
Ar(qr) ∩ O = ∅}, that is, the region of the world where
r’s geometry intersects no obstacle. Each robot has state
xr = [qr q̇r], a control input ur, and a dynamic model ẋr =
fr(xr(t),ur(t)). A single robot is therefore fully defined by
Rr = 〈Ar,xr,ur, fr〉. The overall state and controls of a
fleet of R robots are x = [x1 . . .xR] and u = [u1 . . .uR];
similarly, the overall configuration space and geometry of the
fleet are, respectively, Cfree =

∏R
r=1 Cfreer and A = ∪Rr=1Ar.

b) Trajectory: A single robot trajectory between a start
configuration sr ∈ Cfreer and goal configuration gr ∈
Cfreer is a continuous mapping τr : [0, 1] 7→ Cfreer , where
τr(0) = sr and τr(1) = gr. We say that a trajectory
is free when τr(t) ∈ Cfreer for all t. Note that, for a
robot to navigate along the trajectory τr(t) while adhering
to kinodynamic constraints, a kinematically feasible control
policy πr(fr, τr) = ur(xr(t), t) must be followed. We say
that a trajectory is feasible if such a policy exists and the
trajectory τr is free.

c) Obstacle Free Space: Let the obstacle free space be
the set W free =W\O. This can be approximated with a set
{P1, . . . ,PP } of adjacent non-overlapping convex polygons.
We say that polygons are adjacent if they intersect on their
frontier as, e.g., in a Voronoi tessellation [28] with convex
cells. Given such a set of adjacent convex polygons, one can
construct the connectivity graph of the obstacle free space
GWfree = 〈VWfree , EWfree〉, where the set of vertices VWfree =
{P1, . . . ,PP } contains one vertex per polygon and EWfree =
{(Pi,Pj) ∈ V 2

Wfree | ∃qr ∈ Cfreer s.t. qr ⊂ ∂Pi ∩ ∂Pj}, hav-
ing ∂P as the boundary of a polygon, i.e., an edge exist if one
can “place” a robot on the intersection of the two polygons.
Figure 1(a) shows an example where the connectivity graph
has set of four vertices VWfree = {P1,P2,P3,P4} and edges
EWfree = {(P1,P2), (P1,P4), (P2,P3), (P3,P4)}.

d) Robot Goal Allocation: Let S = {s1, . . . , sR} and
G = {g1, . . . , gG} be, respectively, a set of start and goal
configurations for a fleet of R robots. Moreover, let σ : S 7→
G, be a mapping from robot starting poses to goals. Hence,
finding an allocation of robots to goals means computing σ.

C. Problem Formulation

We define a Multi-robot Motion Planning and Goal
Allocation Problem (MMP-GA) as a tuple M =
〈W free,R,S,G〉. The task is to find function σ and a joint
fleet trajectory τ(t) = [τ1(t) . . . τR(t)] such that:

1) τr(0) = sr ∀r ∈ {1, . . . , R} (start configuration)
2) τr(1) = σ(sr) ∀r ∈ {1, . . . , R} (goal configuration)
3) τr(t) ∈ Cfreer and ∃πr(fr, τr) = ur(xr, t) ∀r ∈
{1, . . . , R},∀t ∈ [0, 1] (all trajectories are feasible),

4) Ai(τi(t)) ∩ Aj(τj(t)) = ∅ ∀t ∈ [0, 1],∀i, j 6= i ∈
{1, . . . , R} (robots do not collide with each other),

while maximizing some performance criterion L(t,x,u) (we
omit the subscript r when referring to the entire fleet).

IV. APPROACH

This paper solves a specific instance of the MMP-GA
problem, where robots are homogeneous, meaning that they



Fig. 1: Running example of a MMP-GA problem with two robots and two goals: (a) shows a partial representation of the
graph GK and trajectory τK connecting abstract start and goal configurations; (b) extends the representation of the abstract
trajectory τK, illustrating how step-cost and heuristic are computed; (c) demonstrates how this problem is de-composed.

have the same geometry, control and state space, and kin-
odynamics. The configuration space Cr of each robot is
SE(2) = R2S1 (2D rigid bodies). Hence, the configuration
of r can be defined by Euclidean coordinates and orientation,
qr = [xr yr θr]. Additionally, we assume that robots have
car-like non-holonomic kinodynamics. For example,

ẋr = vr cos(θr), ẏr = vr sin(θr), θ̇r = krvr, v̇r = ar (1)

fr(xr,ur) = ẋr = [ẋr ẏr θ̇r v̇r], ur = [kr ar], (2)

where kr is the curvature, vr is the speed, and ar the
acceleration. In summary, the input of the MMP-GA is: (1) a
partition of W free into adjacent polygons {P1, . . . ,PP }; (2)
a set of homogeneous robots {R1, . . . ,RR}; (3) start con-
figurations [s1 . . . sR] ∈ SE(2)R; (4) goal configurations
[g1 . . . gG] ∈ SE(2)R; (5) a cost function L(·). A solution
to this problem is an assignment σ(·) of robots to goals, and
a fleet trajectory τ(t) = [τ1(t) . . . τR(t)].

Our method can be briefly described as follows. (A) First,
we build a discrete abstraction of the MMP-GA problem,
where the robots in the fleet are considered jointly in a
reduced configuration space, CK. Each configuration in this
abstract space represents the number of robots per polygon
in W free. Kinodynamics are not considered and collisions
between robots are considered as a cost. (B) The previously
constructed abstraction is queried in order to find an abstract
trajectory τK. This trajectory is a sequence of abstract config-
urations in CK, where the number of robots in each polygon
changes in a discrete manner. At this level of abstraction,
it is not possible to know which particular robot is entering
or exiting a polygon, thus robots are anonymous. (C) An
augmented trajectory τT in continuous configuration space
is obtained by associating each configuration in τK to a
representative continuous configuration in C. This is further
augmented by connecting the actual start configurations of
all robots, and exploring the possible de-anonymizations of
robots that reach the desired goal configurations along τT .
(D) We exploit both τK and τT to de-compose the problem in
time and space, based on the observation that robots navigat-
ing through different polygons do not require coordination.
At this point, the overall MMP-GA problem is decomposed
into a partial order of simpler MMP-GA instances, one
for each subset of robots for which joint motion planning
is necessary. (E) Finally, a multi-robot motion planner is
employed to obtain a feasible trajectory for each simpler

MMP-GA problem instance. The composite configuration
space of subsets of robots and car-like kinodynamics are
considered in each MMP-GA instance, and the combination
of the resulting trajectories in C yields the overall fleet
trajectory τ .

We call the abstract space constructed in phase (A) a multi-
robot roadmap. As for other roadmap-based approaches to
motion planning [29], [30], the idea is to allow some of the
computation to be performed offline, i.e., without knowing
the initial and final conditions (respectively, S and (σ,G)
in our approach). As a result, we can see phase (A) as the
roadmap-building phase; phases (B–E) constitute the online
query phase, in which the state of the actual fleet is connected
to the roadmap and task assignment is performed (B–C),
and kinematically feasible trajectories are computed for the
robots in the fleet (D–E). A key intuition in our approach
is that the roadmap also helps identify which subsets of
robots need to be involved in multi-robot motion planning,
and when. Next, we describe each stage in detail.

A. Multi-Robot Roadmap: a Discrete Abstraction

At the highest level of abstraction, the MMP-GA is seen
as the problem of finding a sequence of polygon transitions
from the fleet’s starting set of polygons to the set of goal
polygons. We define an abstract fleet configuration space
CK = {0, . . . , R}P representing the number of robots present
in each polygon. Let λ : C 7→ CK define the mapping of
fleet configurations to the abstract space, that is, λ(q) = cK

represents the polygon occupancy by a fleet in configuration
q. An example of this can be found in figure 1(a), where
λ(s) = cK5 = [1 1 0 0], meaning the starting configuration
has a robot in P1 and another robot in P2.

We construct offline a complete and weighted multi-robot
road-map GK = 〈V K, EK〉 as follows:

• V K = {cK | ∃q ∈ Cfree s.t. λ(q) = cK}, i.e., a vertex
exists for each assignment of all robots to polygons such
that their geometries are contained within the polygons;

• (cKi , c
K
j ) ∈ EK iff exactly one robot moves from one

polygon to an adjacent polygon, that is,
–
∣∣∣∣cKi − cKj

∣∣∣∣
1
= 2, and

– the polygons argmax
p∈{1,...,P}

(
cKj − cKi

)
[p] and

argmin
p∈{1,...,P}

(
cKj − cKi

)
[p] are adjacent;



• The weights of vertices and edges are given by functions
wv : V

K 7→ R and we : EK 7→ R.

In the following, given an edge (cKi , c
K
j ) ∈ EK, we

indicate with out(cKi , c
K
j ) = argmin

p∈{1,...,P}

(
cKj − cKi

)
[p] the

polygon from which the robot transitions along the edge,
and with in(cKi , c

K
j ) = argmax

p∈{1,...,P}

(
cKj − cKi

)
[p] the polygon

to which the robot transitions. Hence, we can indicate the
border (line or point) through which the robot transitions
between the two polygons with Pout(cKi ,c

K
j ) ∩ Pin(cKi ,c

K
j ).

Given the original MMP-GA problem 〈W free,R,S,G〉,
we can define a corresponding abstract problem where
W free ≈ GK, R is represented as number of robots per
polygon, S ≈ λ(s), and G ≈ λ(g) (see Figure 1(a)).

B. Multi-Robot Roadmap Query with Anonymous Robots

An A? search is conducted on graph GK to compute
a discrete path τK : {0, . . . , N} 7→ CK connecting start
configuration λ(s) ∈ CK and goal configuration λ(g) ∈ CK.
The step-cost function used in the search is

c
(
cKi , c

K
j

)
= α (1− γ)wv

(
cKj
)
+ γ we

(
cKi , c

K
j

)
, (3)

where function α regularizes and factor γ ∈ [0, 1] prioritizes
edge cost we versus vertex cost wv . To account for the geom-
etry of the polygons in computing this cost (and the heuristic
used by the A? search, as shown below), we compute the
centroid ctd(P) of a polygon P; similarly, let ctd(Pi ∩Pj)
be the center point of the border of two connected polygons
Pi and Pj . We are interested in making the step cost function
penalize solutions requiring complex fleet coordination or the
traversal of highly constrained regions. This can be done by
making wv penalize configurations where many robots are
in the same polygon, e.g., wv (cK) = ||cK||∞ − 1.

Euclidean distances between polygons are introduced via
the edge cost. Since we consider holonomic point robots at
this level of abstraction, the cost of an edge is the Euclidean
distance between the centroids of the polygons between
which the robot moves and the centroid of their border:

we
(
cKi , c

K
j

)
= (4)∣∣∣∣∣∣ctd(Pout(cKi ,c
K
j ))− ctd(Pin(cKi ,c

K
j ) ∩ Pout(cKi ,c

K
j ))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
+∣∣∣∣∣∣ctd(Pin(cKi ,c

K
j ))− ctd(Pin(cKi ,c

K
j ) ∩ Pout(cKi ,c

K
j ))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
.

We can also define the heuristic function in terms of Eu-
clidean distances. However, as GK is a multi-robot roadmap,
we need to consider the transitions of multiple robots when
estimating the distance to the goal configuration cKg = λ(g).

Let ζ−(cK) = {p ∈ {1, . . . , P} |
(
cK − cKg

)
[p] < 0}

be the set of goal polygons that are missing robots in a
given abstract configuration cK. Dually, let ζ+(cK) = {p ∈
{1, . . . , P} |

(
cK − cKg

)
[p] > 0} be the set of polygons with

a robot surplus, i.e., more robots than goals. We can then

define the heuristic estimator as

h(cK) =
∑

p+∈ζ+(cK)

(
γ
(
cK − cKg

)
[p+]× (5)

min
p−∈ζ−(cK)

(
||ctd(Pp− )−ctd(Pp+ )||

2

))
,

that is, the sum of distances between polygons with surplus
robots and the closest goal polygon with missing robots,
multiplied by that surplus.

The A? search yields1 an abstract trajectory τK where
robots are anonymous: at each discrete transition τK(k) to
τK(k + 1) a single robot exits out(·) and enters in(·), but
it is not decided which robot this is. Figure 1(b) details the
trajectory τK as a sequence of the abstract configurations
cK5 , cK9 , cK10, that would be obtained in our running example.

C. De-Anonymization of Robots

In this phase, we de-anonymize robots along the abstract
trajectory τK obtained as a result of the query. To do this,
we construct a weighted tree T = (V T , ET ) whose root is
the fleet’s starting configuration s ∈ C (recall that λ(s) =
τK(0)). The children of a node q at depth k of the tree
are all configurations q′ ∈ C such that λ(q′) = τK(k + 1)
and λ(q) = τK(k), and each robot r is either in a start
configuration (q′[r] ∈ S), goal configuration (q′[r] ∈ G),
or a polygon centroid (q′[r] = [ctd(Pp) 0] for some Pp ∈
W free). Expansion ceases at depth N , since λ(g) = τK(N).

Let edge (q, q′) ∈ ET , and let rt be the robot
that transitions from polygon Pout(λ(q),λ(q′)) to polygon
Pin(λ(q),λ(q′)). Then, the edge weight is

wTe (q, q
′) =∣∣∣∣q[rt]− ctd(Pin(λ(q),λ(q′)) ∩ Pout(λ(q),λ(q′)))

∣∣∣∣
2
+∣∣∣∣q′[rt]− ctd(Pin(λ(q),λ(q′)) ∩ Pout(λ(q),λ(q′)))

∣∣∣∣
2
+∑

r 6=rt

||q′[r]− q[r]||2 , (6)

which is the distance as computed in we for robot rt plus
the distance of robots moving inside their initial polygon.

A path from root to leaf in T is a sequence of transitions
for all robots in the fleet which leads all goals to be reached
by a robot. This path is therefore a fleet trajectory τT =∏R
r=1 τ

T
r . Each τTr is a trajectory for a single robot, starting

in τTr (0) = sr, followed by a sequence of polygon centroids
for k = {1, . . . , N − 1}, and ending in a goal configuration
τTr (N). The overall fleet trajectory τT implies a specific
robot-goal assignment, that is, σ(sr) = τTr (N).

D. Decoupling the Problem in Time and Space

The fleet trajectory τT tells us the sequence of polygons
traversed by each robot. We exploit this information to
decompose the original MMP-GA problem into independent
sub-problems. We first partition the domain {0, . . . , N} of
τT into intervals [ki, kj [ as follows:

1Since the heuristic is admissible (as it assumes that goals are reached by
the robots that are closest, and that the lengths of the corresponding paths
are straight line distances between polygon centroids), τK is also optimal.
However, this does not entail optimality of the final fleet trajectory τ .



• within an interval [ki, kj [, all robots must move unless
they are already in a goal, i.e., τTr (ki) = τTr (kj) =⇒
τTr (kj) = σ(sr).

• every pair of robots that are in the same polygon at ki
and kj must not be co-located in the polygon centroid.

With the resulting intervals K = {[k1, k2[, . . . , [km−1, km[}
we can decompose the original MMP-GA
problem into a sequence of MMP-GA problems.
Each problem is defined as M(ki, kj ,S) =
〈W free

ki, kj
,
∏
r∈S Rr,

∏
r∈S τ

T
r (ki),

∏
r∈S τ

T
r (kj)〉, where

W free
ki, kj

⊆ W free is the union of polygons traversed in the
interval [ki, kj [ by the subset of robot S ⊆ {1, . . . , R}.

We can further partition M(ki, kj ,S) into sub-problems
that involve subsets of robots traversing distinct polygons.
Specifically, we construct a graph with a vertex for each
robot and an edge for each pair of robots traversing the same
polygon. The strongly connected components of this graph
define a partition S(ki, kj) of set {1, . . . , R}. Each element
S of this partition defines the set of robots

⋃
r∈S Rr that

need to be considered jointly in motion planning. Overall,
we have therefore decomposed the original problem M into

⊕
[ki,kj [∈K

 ⊗
S∈S(ki,kj)

M(ki, kj ,S)

 , (7)

where the symbol ⊕ refers sequential problem resolution and
⊗ refers to parallel problem resolution.

Figure 1(c) shows an example where we decom-
posed the original MMP-GA problem into two MMP-
GAs: M([0, 2], r2) where robot r2 traverses polygons
{P2,P3}, and M([0, 2], r1) where robot r1 traverses poly-
gons {P1,P4}, both with the same horizon [0, 2[.

E. Multi-robot Motion Planning

For a given (ki, kj), eachM(ki, kj ,S) can now be solved
in parallel via some multi-robot motion planner which can
compute a dynamically feasible trajectory τ for the multi-
robot fleet. The planner will have as input a sequence of
polygons, a start and goal configuration, kinodynamic con-
straints ∪i∈Sfi, continuous-time planning horizon [kiN ,

kj
N ],

and boundary conditions τT (ki) and τT (kj). As output,
it will return a trajectory τ where non-holonomic robots
traverse those polygons from start to goal configuration while
not colliding with each other.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The following empirical evaluation aims to (1) assess the
scalability of the approach in terms of number of robots and
polygons, and (2) assess the quality of the obtained fleet
trajectories in terms of overall fleet performance.

A. Setup

The approach is tested on a PC running Ubuntu 16.04
equipped with an 8-thread Intel Core i7-6820HQ CPU @
2.70GHz. W free was constructed manually via the Boost
Polygon Library (BPL) [31] and GWfree was computed via
the connectivity extraction algorithm. Both GK and T were

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: An example solution is shown for scenario 1 (a) and
scenario 2 (b). On the right, the computation time of the
query phase (B–E) vs. number of robots for each scenario.

generated via the Boost Graph Library (BGL) [32], and
off-the-shelf A? and strongly connected component finding
algorithms were utilized. The multi-robot motion planner
used (Section IV-E) is the trajectory optimization based
planner described in [13].

B. Scalability

R 1 2 4 6 8 10

|VK| 10 55 715 4985 23860 88135
|EK| 24 210 5280 47928 270540 1120136

time (s) 0.0002 0.0019 0.085 2.45 46 698

TABLE I: Roadmap building phase (Phase A) of scenario 1.

We test scalability using the scenarios depicted in Figure 2.
Robots are non-holonomic with car-like kinodynamics, see
eq. (1). Figure 2 shows the computation time of the query
phase (B–E) vs. the number of robots in the scenario. Each
asterisk represents the average solution computation time
of a set of 100 runs. The top and bottom lines indicate,
respectively, the 90- and 10-percentile. Table I summarizes
how the size and time required to compute the roadmap scale
with fleet size in scenario 1. Note that |VK| ≤

(
P+R
P

)
.

C. Solution Quality

To evaluate the quality of the computed trajectories, we
simulate the execution of obtained fleet trajectories via the
multi-robot coordination framework described in [5]. We
measure the following metrics: sum of completion times
(m1), maximum completion time (aka makespan, m2), sum
of path lengths (m3), and maximum path length (m4).

1) Goal Allocation and Obstacle Free Space W free: As
observed in Section IV-C, finding a robot-goal allocation σ
is a consequence of computing τT . To assess the quality of
the assignment σ, we compare it to the assignment σd that
minimizes the sum of Euclidean distances between robots
and goals, i.e., minimize

∑R
r=1

∑G
g=1 drg · ||s[r]− g[g]||2,

where drg ∈ {0, 1}, σd(sr) = gg iff drg = 1, and each robot
(goal) is constrained to be assigned to only one goal (robot).
Since σd is not aware of the environment, for scenarios
such as the one depicted in Figure 3 we expect to obtain
better solution quality with our method. This is confirmed
by our experimental results: as shown in Figure 3(b), we
obtain a significant improvement in terms of m1, m2 and
m4. The naive assignment and our approach score similarly
on metric m3 (sum of path length). This is not surprising
— for instance, if we assume that there are two robots R1



(a)

-5% 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

(b)

Fig. 3: [(a) Left] trajectories obtained with our approach (σ);
[(a) Right] trajectories obtained with σd. N.b. the yellow
robot is assigned the dark blue robot goal in σd, which is
closer to the yellow’s start configuration if the W free is not
considered. (b) Average metrics of a set of 100 experiments
with a fleet of 5 robots on the scenario in (a).

and R2 initially in poses s1 and s2, two goals g1 and
g2, and that these are all located along the X axis in the
order s1, s2, g1, g2; then, the assignment σ(s1) = g2 and
σ(s2) = g1, which requiresR1 to overtakeR2, will measure
similarly to other assignments on m3, but better on m1, m2

and m4.
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Fig. 4: (a) Average metrics of a set of 100 experiments with
a fleet of 4 robots. (b) Run time divided by each phase of the
algorithm as described in sections in IV, note that y-axis is
broken at 3% since phase of section E will take the remaining
time. (c) query phase B–E run time in both discretizations.

2) Polygon Discretization of W free: A further set of 100
experiments was conducted in Scenario 1 (see Figure 2) to
assess the effect of the number of polygons into whichW free

is discretized. We obtained a more granular discretization by
subdividing each of the original polygons into two equally-
sized polygons along the longer axis. The results for the
same setting of start and goal configurations are shown
in Figure 4(a). We observe that higher granularity of the
discretization (more polygons) leads to an improvement in
metric m3 (sum of path lengths). Furthermore, it is inter-
esting to notice that more polygons lead to faster queries,
as shown in Figure 4(c). This is because, on one hand, the
higher granularity leads to an increase in the computation
time of phase B compared to other phases, as shown in
Figure 4(b); but on the other, this leads to the abstract
trajectory τK having more steps, which in turn leads to
more problem decomposition in phase E. This comes at the
expense of more offline computation and bigger multi-robot
road-maps.

Fig. 5: Figures (a) and (b) report the average metrics
improvement for γ = {20%, 40%, 60%, 80%}. Figure (c)
reports on the average run time for the different gammas
and also shows the 95-percentile and the 5-percentile lines.
Figure (d) shows an example of the trajectories when γ =
100% on the top, and on the bottom when γ = 40%.

3) Cost of Coordination γ: The factor γ in the step cost
function in eq. (3) is used to balance Euclidean distance
and the cost incurred by robots occupying the same polygon
(interference cost). To evaluate the effect of γ, we conducted
50 experiments per γ value for a set of 5 robots in the
scenario shown in Figure 5(d). Note that we are using
Scenario 2 with two additional corridors, in order to allow
multiple non-congested path options with longer detours.
The results indicate that when interference cost is given
more weight, longer paths might be chosen, see Figure 5(a).
This decreases the overall time spent yielding, since robots
traverse less congested regions, thus improving the makespan
as shown in Figure 5(b). Note also that, for γ = {40%, 60%},
the computation time of the more complex problems is
reduced, as shown by the lower 95-percentile in Figure 5(c).
This occurs because robots traversing separate regions do not
have to be considered jointly, thus making the computation
of motion plans easier.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a scalable roadmap based approach
for solving the MMP-GA. In the future, we intend to
exploit our spatio-temporal decomposition for achieving a
receding-horizon fleet controller. Furthermore, given the fact
that the suitability of a γ value depends on the shape of
the environment robots operate in, we intend to investigate
learning techniques that can appropriately estimate this value.
Finally, we will investigate alternative graph search methods
to A? for obtaining the abstract multi-robot trajectory τK,
with the aim of further reducing the computational overhead
of queries to the roadmap.
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